Tata Motors opens bookings for its BS-VI Passenger Vehicles Range
The BS-VI range will stand alongside the soon to be launched Tata Altroz across company
showrooms nationwide
Mumbai, January 13, 2020: Tata Motors today, announced the bookings open of its completely refreshed
product portfolio, which will consist of the BS-VI models of the Tiago, Tigor, and the Nexon. With this
portfolio launch, Tata Motors officially migrates to Bharat Stage-VI in the passenger vehicles segment. The
new range of BS-VI products will sport revamped designs with all-new features and is set to be priced
higher than their predecessors.
Customers can book these products with an amount of INR 11,000 by visiting the nearest Tata Motors
authorized dealership or their respective product websites. The said BS-VI range of products will be
launched nationwide later this month.
Commenting on this occasion, Mr. Mayank Pareek, President, Passenger Vehicles Business Unit,
Tata Motors, said, “Tata Motors has been vigorously working towards a seamless transition to BS-VI. We
are delighted to have reached this milestone and are elated to be the first in the business to announce the
introduction of an entire range of BS-VI products at once. This newly designed and refreshed range is in
alignment with sustainability guidelines while still delivering segment leading performance. We hope that
our new range will contribute towards a cleaner and greener India while providing innovative transport
solutions to customers and industry alike.”
With class leading design aesthetics, the entire range brings into play the Impact 2.0 Design language. A
brief description of the products is as follows:
Tiago:
The new Tiago sports a more confident and mature look. Providing a thrilling experience along with comfort
and convenience, this hatch is sure to lure its customer set.
To book the new Tata Tiago customers can visit https://www.tatatiago.com/
Tigor:
The new Tigor is confident yet understated and offers an executive-oriented design to its customers. With
its stylish look and enhanced technology, the Tigor delivers absolute performance while providing regal
comfort to its occupants.
To book the new Tata Tigor customers can visit https://tigor.tatamotors.com/
Nexon:
With its aggressive, sporty and modern look, the Nexon is one of the most popular Compact SUVs that has
been well received all. With a complete new face, this new Nexon will be revolutionary not only in terms of
technology but will offer its customers with enhanced convenience in all aspects.
To book the new Tata Nexon customers can visit https://nexon.tatamotors.com/
BS-VI transition has been one of the primary areas of focus for Tata Motors. With this new range, the
Company plans to streamline its portfolio to bring performance and feature enhanced products to its
customers.
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